
Principal Cast

Anne

Declan Ross’s adventurous daughter. 
Anne has hazel eyes, red hair, and a fiery temper.

She longs to captain a ship of her own.

Bartholomew Thorne

The former captain of the Raven and an evil pirate; lost and 
presumed dead after the New Providence tsunami.

Bjorn Ingalad

A champion Raukar warrior known for his deadly prowess in 
battle. He wears a triple necklace of sharp bear teeth.

Cat

Griffin Lejon Thorne, the son of Bartholomew Thorne. 
His memory is just beginning to return. 

He goes by his nickname “Cat.”

Commodore Brandon Blake

The leader of the British naval forces in the Caribbean; 
commissioned to lead the pirate-hunting Wolf fleet.

Cutlass Jack Bonnet

A renowned pirate and captain of the Banshee.

Declan Ross

A Scottish pirate-hunter; captain of the Robert Bruce;
often called the Sea Wolf due to his notorious pirate past.

Dmitri

A dark-skinned Brethren monk. He is mischievous, 
clever, and wields a weapon with lethal precision.
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Dolphin Blake

The wife of Commodore Blake. She desperately wants to solve 
the mysteries surrounding her parents and her birth.

Edward Teach

The young quartermaster aboard the Raven’s Revenge; a beardless,
tall, broad-shouldered man who longs for a command of his own.

Edmund Scully

A spy formerly for Bartholomew Thorne 
and now for the Merchant.

Ezekiel Jordan

A friend of Commodore Blake and 
new quartermaster on the HMS Oxford.

Father Brun

The abbot of the Brethren Order. He has built a fleet
to go after the Merchant.

Guthrum

The door warden and right-hand man 
for Hrothgar, king of the Raukar.

Heather

Thorne’s first wife who died in a fire but still haunts his mind.

Hrothgar

The steward of the Raukar, who longs to resurrect Viking glory.

Jacques St. Pierre

The chief gunner and blacksmith aboard the Robert Bruce;
has a penchant for explosives, fire, and business.

Jules

The massive, barrel-chested security officer 
and deck hand aboard the Robert Bruce.
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King George

The German-speaking king of England who speaks 
very little English. Later known as King George I, 
one of the greediest kings ever to reign in Britain.

Lady Fleur

The wife of Hrothgar and queen of the Raukar.

Nathaniel Hopper

Left orphaned by the New Providence tsunami, 
he dreams of returning to England.

Nubby

The cook and doctor on the Robert Bruce.

Red Eye

A powder monkey on the Robert Bruce who is blind in one eye.

Sir Nigel Wetherby

An English naval officer. He disappeared after the 
tsunami at New Providence and is presumed dead.

Stede

Ross’s quartermaster on the Robert Bruce.
He is from the West Indies. Stede is Declan Ross’s 

closest friend and most loyal crewman.

The Merchant

A legendary villain sought by the Brethren.

Ulf

Lady Fleur’s brother. After becoming a Christian, he left 
the Raukar and moved to Västervik, Sweden, where he 
and his family built a church. Soon many of the Raukar 

followed him, and they established a Christian community.
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Nautical Terms

Aft: the back of the ship.

Bow: front of the ship.

Bowsprit: long pole extending forward from the bow of the ship.

Crow’s-nest: a small lookout platform usually high 

on the mainmast of a ship.

Forecastle: the front of the ship, often where

the crew’s quarters are located.

Halyard: rope used to pull a sail up.

Hull: the body of a boat or ship.

Jib-rigged: ship’s sails that are triangular in shape.

Keel: the structural spine that runs along the bottom of the ship.

Mast: tall pole that supports all the ship’s sails.

Poop Deck: rearmost deck of the ship.

Port: if standing on the deck and facing

the front of the ship, port is left.

Quarterdeck: raised deck behind the mainmast

where the ship’s wheel is found.

Spar-collar: (sometimes known as a gooseneck) a moveable

iron collar used to hold horizontal spars to the mast.

Spar: long horizontal pole that a sail is attached to.

Square-rigged: ship’s sails that are square in shape.

Starboard: if standing on the deck and facing

the front of the ship, starboard is right.

Stern: the back of the ship.

The watch: a four-hour period when a sailor is on duty.
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